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Summer is the season of fun. Let us give you a care-free new hair-do.

Anderson’s Beauty Salon
2528 Lincolnway

Campus Cafe
2512 Lincoln
Good Food at Convenient Prices

New Shoes? Heels Worn?
Leather Shoes Dyed Any Color!
Now We Can Put Nylon Heels On Your
... PENCIL-SLIM HEELS ...
GOODYEAR SHOE REPAIR
Complete stock of all materials for shoe care
107 Welch
Open 7:30 AM-5:30 PM

S. STEPHENSON’S
FAMOUS FOR FABRICS
Conveniently located opposite campus
2428 L-Way
Dial CE 2-3615

Gladys Robertson Bridal Shop
We Sell Wedding Gowns
We Rent Bridesmaid Dresses & Formals

MASONIC TEMPLE BLDG.
1011 LOCUST STREET
DES MOINES, IOWA

W hether honeymooning or just making a week-end excursion, you, as a new bride, will confront many new problems unless you are an experienced traveler.

Packing will be easy if you choose a wardrobe carefully to permit a maximum number of changes with a minimum number of garments. Select one or two predominant colors so one set of accessories can be used.

Drip-dry fabrics are a boon to the traveler. Leave the bouffant at home, and take the smart simple line in both dress and casual clothes.

For most women, include one pair of evening sandals, one pair of basic high heel pumps and one pair of flat walking shoes, along with the shoes you are wearing.

Be sure to take a dress-up sweater or stole, a casual sweater, and one or two packable travel hats.

Make A Check List
traveler’s checks
alarm clock
comb, hairbrush
cologne
makeup, creams
address book, stamps
shampoo
sun lotion, glasses
depilatory
first-aid kit
washcloth
toothbrush, paste
clothes brush
deodorant
facial tissues
hairpins
scotch tape
camera and film
reservation confirmations
plastic raincoat
sewing kit
nail-care kit
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Begin at Bottom

... Extra shoes, heavy garments, and your flat, packable handbags go in the suitcase first.
... Pack sweater, swimsuits, lingerie, blouses, and shirts next.
... Place your nightwear, robe, slippers, and pajamas on top.
... Be sure to tightly cap perfume bottles and other liquids to prevent leakage. Seal with Scotch tape.
... Be sure to unpack everything at your first opportunity.

Pack Wardrobe Case

HANG DRESSES. Hang long dresses first... at back of case. Hang other dresses. When all are hung, secure hanger rod by pushing latch into place.
PACK LADIES' SUITS. Lay skirts across packing bar with bottom half extending over edge of case. Place jacket face down on top of skirt. Keep sleeves wrinkle-free by gently folding into a V at the back of the jacket. Lapels will stay smooth, and sleeves will not crease.
LIFT packing bar as high as it will go, and fold clothes neatly into upper section of case. Close divider and pack bottom of case.

There's Man to Consider

PLACE first pair of trousers in bottom of hanger side of case. Let trousers legs extend over end of case. Place second pair of trousers in alternate direction in case.
HANG each coat on individual hanger. Button it. Slide hanger onto hanger rod with lapel side of coat down. Coat extends over front of case. Fold sleeves in gentle V on back of each coat. Lower packing bar. Fold sleeves and bottom of each coat over packing bar. Fold trousers legs alternately into case. Pull down pad, fasten catches.
PACK shirts, toiletries, and other accessories in lower section of case.

Who, When, and How Much?

Tipping is a way of saying thank you for a service rendered: so while there can be no hard and fast rule, the generally approved amounts for tipping are:

... ANY BAGGAGE PORTER, 15c to 25c/bag...
... TAXI DRIVER, 15% to 20% of fare — never less than 10c...
... AIRPORT LIMOUSINE, no tip, unless exceptional service rendered...
... BELLMAN, 25c per bag — 25c for messages, paging, etc...
... PULLMAN PORTER, for overnight trip—75c, for shorter trip—25c...
... CHAMBERMAID, $2.00 per week
... WAITER, 15% to 20% — if meals included in room charge
... ABOARD SHIP—FIRST CLASS STATEROOM STEWARD, $8.00 for 7- to 9-day crossing.

Always tip without ceremony. Present your tip casually and with sincerity, but present it simply. This is particularly important in foreign travel.

There's just one item to remember now—have a good time.
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